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Qin Ziwei leads Ye Chen into the attic, which is divided into upper and lower floors, and one floor is 

almost full. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the tea guests on their seats, and saw that they had extraordinary bearing and 

strength in the middle and above of the real world! 

 

Qin Ziwei said: "although the tea in Qingxuan teahouse is good, it is not affordable for ordinary martial 

artists. In the realm of heaven and man, the currency used uniformly is called tianlingjing. A pot of 

qingxuanling tea costs 1000 tianlingjing, which is the annual cost of most martial artists in the real 

world. 

 

Therefore, those who can come here generally exist in the middle or above of the real state, and they 

are either rich or noble. " 

 

Ye Chen nodded and followed Qin Ziwei to the second floor. The expectation of qingxuanling tea in his 

heart was even stronger. 

 

At the moment, those tea customers on the first floor are slightly stunned to see them walking towards 

the second floor, and their eyes flash with surprise. You know, even if they drink tea in the teahouse, the 

consumption level is not the same. 

 

The consumption level of the second floor is far higher than that of the first floor, and only on the 

second floor can you drink the most authentic qingxuanling tea! 

 

However, the reason why even these wealthy warriors only drink tea on the first floor is that the 

consumption on the second floor is too high! 

 

Just sitting on the second floor will pay for the service fee of 2000 tianlingjing! 



 

Compared with the first floor, the number of guests on the second floor is much less. Moreover, their 

manners are more elegant and leisurely than those on the first floor. If there are still some guests with 

the temperament of local tyrants and nouveau riche on the first floor, the second floor is all the real 

aristocratic children with great family demeanor! 

 

If you have to say who is out of tune with the second floor teahouse, it is Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's character has always been how comfortable how to come, as for the excellent or not elegant 

is not in his consideration. 

 

Qin Ziwei takes Ye Chen and walks towards the seat on the second floor. Suddenly, a figure flashes from 

the corner of Ye Chen's eyes. His pupil shrinks in an instant, and he can't help looking in the direction of 

the figure. 

 

I saw, in the corner of the tea room on the second floor, sat a girl in plain blue, who was tasting tea. 

 

The girl's face is incomparably exquisite. Even with Ye Chen's eyes, it can be called the most beautiful. 

Even compared with Juqu Danxing, she is even more elegant and moving! 

 

Its figure is also impeccable, long legs, willow waist, although not so strong, but it has a very natural 

beauty! 

 

At the same time, the girl's beautiful eyes are like pure jadeite, which adds a strange charm to her! 

 

I have to say, ye Chen is a little surprised, but the reason why he noticed this woman is not because of 

her appearance! 

 

Although the woman's appearance is incomparable, ye Chen is most concerned about her cultivation! 

 

Although the girl in green has covered the realm at the moment, she can see through it with her strong 

mind! 



 

She is actually a true state of seven layers of existence! 

 

What's more, the girl is not only young in appearance, but also looks like she is 17 or 18 years old. Her 

real age is not at all, even less than 150 years old! 

 

Is it true that the seven layers of heaven exist under the age of 150? 

 

It's a little creepy 

 

The martial arts of heaven and man are so strong? 

 

Come and have a cup of tea to meet such a terrible monster? 

 

However, what makes Ye Chen more surprised is that he can feel that there is a strong man behind the 

girl, and the strength of this strong man is somewhat I can't see through it! 

 

With his current strength, what he can't see through, at least, is the existence of the peak of the real 

situation! 

 

What's the origin of this girl to make them exist and protect themselves? 

 

Qin Ziwei said with some teasing: "what a beautiful girl, Mr. Ye, you have been staring at her for a long 

time. Have you taken a fancy to others?" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, some embarrassed ground light cough a way: "this woman, very strong, let me 

some care just." 

 

Qin Ziwei smiles and says nothing more. She sits down with Ye Chen at a tea table. 

 



At this time, the girl in Green finished the tea in her hand, put the cup down and looked in the direction 

of Ye Chen. 

 

She just felt Ye Chen's eyes, but she didn't pay attention to it because she was tasting tea. 

 

At the moment, a look on the pretty face, but can't help but emerge a touch of startled face: "Qin Ziwei? 

How did she come here? " 

 

Said, she looked to Ye Chen again, look more and more shock way: "man? Does Qin Ziwei take a man to 

drink tea together 

 

If this news is spread out, it will stir up the whole universe of heaven and man? 

 

Not everyone is qualified to appear around Qin Lagerstroemia, let alone drink tea together! 

 

For a moment, the woman in green also had a trace of curiosity about ye Chen. 

 

At this time, a woman in a cheongsam white dress with a face of more than nine points, who can be 

called a beauty, came to Ye Chen's table and said with a smile, "you two, what can I do for you?"Qin 

Ziwei said with a smile: "a pot of qingxuanling tea, and, more on some exquisite tea." 

 

Say, she turns head to leaf Chen way: "this teahouse tea, also very good, you taste." 

 

Soon, qingxuanling tea and plates of steaming tea were served. 

 

Ye Chen smelled the fragrance of tea and tea, but he couldn't help swallowing his mouth water. 

 

These refreshments are so exquisite that they can be called works of art. Moreover, they look similar to 

the morning tea snacks in Guangdong, China. 

 

You know, since this period of time, ye Chen has not eaten anything in the Yan Zhen domain! 



 

Although it has no effect on his body, it makes him greedy! 

 

At present, seeing so many delicious food, ye Chen is in a hurry! 

 

Qin Ziwei poured a cup of qingxuanling tea for ye Chen and said, "have a taste of this tea, how about it?" 

 

Ye Chen picked up the cup and drank the tea in one gulp. He only felt a breath of fresh fragrance 

blowing through his mouth. At the same time, his body was slightly hot, which made him feel very 

comfortable! 

 

He looked at the teacup in his hand and said, "good tea is not only the taste, but also the best effect." 

 

It is no exaggeration to say that this is the best tea Ye Chen has ever drunk! 

 

No wonder it's so expensive to sell. Drinking this spirit tea for a long time has a great effect on 

strengthening the body of martial arts practitioners! 

 

Finish saying, ye Chen also regardless of the image, directly began to the table tea, launched an attack, 

while drinking tea spirit tea, while tasting tea, it is even more happy than drinking and eating meat! 

 

At this time, Qin Ziwei suddenly took out the message Yufu, glanced at Ye Chen and said, "Ye Chen, I 

have some things to do. I want to go out and wait for me here." 

 

Ye Chen nodded: "good." 

 

Immediately, Qin Ziwei left her seat and walked downstairs. 

Chapter 4932 

 

 



 

While going downstairs, she murmured with a smile: "Ye Chen, since you don't want to do it yourself, I 

have to help you. I've tried my best to arrange this opportunity for you. You should make good use of it." 

 

Said, Qin crape myrtle figure, soon disappeared in the attic outside. 

 

At this time, ye Chen is still in the feast, this meal, ye Chen ate half an hour to eat all. 

 

Can, look at the dishes on the table, have all empty, Qin crape myrtle still did not come back! 

 

Ye Chen sat on the seat, sipping the last few cups of qingxuanling tea, and frowned slightly: "crape 

myrtle, she won't throw me away. She's going to escape the single..." 

 

This is not ye Chen stingy, but he is now penniless ah! 

 

He doesn't have a piece of heavenly Spirit Crystal on him now. How can he pay for it? 

 

However, ye Chen still has a glimmer of hope that Qin Ziwei will come back. 

 

Soon, an hour passed 

 

Ye Chen has to admit that he was trapped by Qin Ziwei 

 

A full hour, Qin crape myrtle did not appear again! 

 

At this time, a maid looked at Ye Chen, her eyes twinkled for a moment, and went to Ye Chen and said, 

"this childe, do you need anything else?" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, can't help but face dew bitter smile way: "no need." 

 



He has no money to check out. How can I order it? 

 

The maid kept a professional smile and said, "in that case, could you please settle the account here 

first?" 

 

Ye Chen asked tentatively, "how much is it?" 

 

The maid said with a smile, "thirteen thousand heavenly crystal." 

 

Ye Chen was silent for a moment and said to the maid, "I'm waiting for my friend. I'll settle the bill when 

she comes." 

 

The maid smelled the speech, but she still nodded and said, "good." 

 

Then he retreated. 

 

But soon, another hour passed, Qin Ziwei still did not appear, ye Chen knew, she did not come back. 

 

However, ye Chen is curious, what does Qin Ziwei do? 

 

Let him experience the feeling of free food? 

 

At this time, the maid came up again. Her smile had disappeared, and she said coldly, "master, another 

hour has passed. Is your friend back?" 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, shake head way: "she won't come back." 

 

The maid gazed at Ye Chen and said, "well, please settle the bill." 

 



Ye Chen coughed awkwardly: "that I don't have money on me now. Can I owe it first? I promise I will 

come back soon to pay the bill... " 

 

When the maid heard the speech, she immediately sneered. She had found that ye Chen was dressed in 

plain clothes. She didn't look like he was rich. What friends left and so on were all excuses, that is, 

procrastination! 

 

Immediately, she said sarcastically, "young master, it's not that we are stingy in Qingxuan tea house, but 

you have to pay on credit when you drink tea for the first time in the teahouse. Is that reasonable? It's 

not nice to say. If the young master runs away, who should I go to the Qingxuan tea house to argue 

with? " 

 

While the maid was talking, several big men in black came up and surrounded Ye Chen's tea table. All of 

them were real warriors! 

 

They look at Ye Chen's eyes, is not good, obviously, do not pay to start! 

 

At this time, many tea guests in the teahouse have already looked towards this side, with a sarcastic 

look on their faces. They don't have any money. They want to come to Qingxuan tea room for tea? 

 

Hehe, do you think Qingxuan teahouse is so easy to fool? 

 

The woman in green is also quite surprised to see ye Chen. Others don't know the identity of Qin Ziwei. 

She knows very well that since this man was brought by Qin Ziwei, and they look very close, how can 

they not afford to pay the bill? 

 

This feeling is like the richest man in the world takes you to dinner. Will the richest man escape the 

order? 

 

For a while, the woman can't help but be curious. What is the reason for Qin Ziwei to walk together with 

this young man who is nothing but heaven and earth? 

 



Her eyes slightly narrowed, staring at Ye Chen, secretly said: "this young man is not as simple as on the 

surface, it is possible that there is some secret hidden in his body!" 

 

I have to say, she is a little interested in Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's face flashed a trace of helplessness. She didn't understand what Qin Ziwei meant. Was it really 

that after going out, she ran into trouble and couldn't come back for a while? 

 

In that case, I'm afraid we can only leave here by force on our strength 

 

It's not that he wants to pay off his debts. He has no way. Besides, how can he earn tianlingjing if he 

doesn't leave this place 

 

At the moment, in a secret attic of Qingxuan City, Qin Ziwei is smiling and sipping a cup of spirit tea. She 

says to herself, "Ye Chen, don't blame me. I know your character and will not approach other women for 

the sake of benefit. I have no choice but to arrange for you and nanxiaoli to have an intersection. It's a 

pity not to join tiandian with your talent..."In her beautiful eyes, she flashed a sly color and said: 

"maybe, you have to thank me, the matchmaker, for creating a good marriage for you..." 

 

…… 

 

Qingxuan teahouse. 

 

One of the men in Black said: "boy, I suggest you don't want to eat and drink for nothing in my Qingxuan 

tea room, otherwise, you will have no place in the whole heaven and human realm! 

 

If you don't have any money, call your family and friends to check out immediately! " 

 

Although the man's tone was not good, ye Chen didn't get angry. Instead, he looked at the men in black 

apologetically and said, "I In the realm of heaven and man, few people know Well, if you want to do it, 

do it. I try not to hurt you... " 

 



To tell you the truth, if you can't do it, he still doesn't want to do it. It's not to say that ye Chen is afraid 

of Qingxuan tea house, but this time he is really in the wrong. Ye Chen is not a unreasonable person 

 

After all, he did eat and drink for nothing. However, he only knew Qin Ziwei and the taixuan array gate in 

Tianren domain. The taixuan array gate was far away from here. Now Qin Ziwei can't get in touch with 

him, and ye Chen can't afford to pay any more 

 

As for these people to his hand, with Ye Chen's strength now, even if hard shouldering these people's 

attacks, you can easily walk out of Qingxuan tea room. 

 

But those men in black were immediately angry! 

 

The man at the head yelled: "boy, do you make fun of us? Are you really afraid of death? " 

 

In their eyes, ye Chen is completely bullshit! 

 

What's more, why not hurt them? 

 

A boy in heaven and earth is a mole ant in their eyes! 

 

How dare you pretend to eat nothing? 

 

How can they not be angry? 

 

Those people are full of breath and fierce in their eyes. They should teach Ye Chen a lesson first! 

 

Ye Chen sighs. It seems that he will do it after all 

 

But at this time, a woman's voice suddenly rang out in the teahouse: "his account, I paid." 

 



The tea guests waiting for a good show, as well as the men in black who were ready to make a move, 

were slightly stunned. Even ye Chen's face flashed a touch of surprise and looked in the direction of the 

voice. 

 

I saw that it was the beautiful woman in green who spoke! 

 

The maid rushed up and said with a smile, "this lady, but you are joking?" 

 

She had no idea that someone would pay for such a poor boy. 

 

The woman in green glanced at her faintly, threw out a polished jade card and said, "do you think this 

money is worth my laughing at?" 

 

Seeing the jade card, the maid immediately changed her face and bowed her head respectfully: "no I 

dare not 

 

With that, he retreated with the men in black. 

Chapter 4933 

 

 

 

A group of tea guests were disappointed. At the same time, they looked at Ye Chen enviously. Many 

people said, "this boy, I'm a little lucky..." 

 

"I was able to ask that girl to pay the bill. Alas, I knew I had come to eat and drink for nothing..." 

 

"Well, what kind of people have a foothold in heaven and man?" 

 

Ye Chen ignored these voices and went straight to the girl in green. He said with a smile, "thank you for 

your help. I will give you the money as soon as possible. Please give me a contact information." 

 



The girl in green stares at Ye Chen and says, "money? What can I do to pay back the money? " 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, eyes flash, again said thanks, ready to go downstairs to leave. 

 

Now he wants to find a way to make money and find Qin Ziwei by the way. 

 

But at this time, the girl's voice rang out again: "what's your name?" 

 

Ye Chen body shape a meal, reply: "Ye Chen." 

 

"Ye Chen?" 

 

Qingyi girl repeated, frowning slightly, this name, she has never heard of in heaven and man domain? 

 

She looked at Ye Chen and said, "although I don't want your money, you can't just walk away, right? 

Since you owe me a favor, how about following me and being an attendant these days? " 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, after pondering for a moment, or nodded his head and said, "yes, I don't know 

how to address a girl?" 

 

At present, it's a good thing for a girl to know revenge. 

 

"Xiao Li," said the girl in green 

 

The girl in green is actually nanxiaoli. However, she did not give her real name. After all, no one knows 

the name in the heaven and human domain. 

 

Nanxiao is not a surname that everyone can own. 

 



Nanxiao glass looked at Ye Chen and said in his heart, "I'd like to have a good look. What's special about 

you? Even Qin Ziwei, that woman, can attract you." 

 

This time she sneaked out to play. I can't let go of such an interesting guy. 

 

Immediately, Nanxiao glass stood up and said, "follow me, let's go to a place." 

 

Ye Chen followed Nanxiao glass downstairs and asked, "Miss Xiao, where are we going?" 

 

South Xiao glass beautiful Mou twinkles a way: "arrive, you know." 

 

Soon, under the leadership of nanxiaoli, they passed through most of Qingxuan city and gradually 

approached the outskirts of the city. Ye Chen suddenly looked moved, as if sensing something. 

 

After a while, a huge circular building appeared in front of them. It looks like a huge circular wall, 

separating a large area in the outskirts of the city! 

 

Ye Chen looks at the wall, his eyes twinkle, even if there is a fence, he can still feel the extremely surging 

fire element behind the wall! 

 

In front of the wall, nanxiaoli said: "there are double wonders in Qingxuan city. In addition to Lingcha, 

which is famous in Tianren area, there is also a fire field which is among the best in the whole heaven 

and man area! 

 

What we are looking at is the extreme Yang fire field 

 

Ye Chen some don't understand the way: "fire?" 

 

Nanxiao glass heard the speech and looked at Ye Chen strangely and said, "you don't even know the fire 

scene? Are you a man of heaven and man? " 

 



Heaven and man, three-year-old children all know what is a fire? 

 

Ye Chen hears speech, but directly shakes his head way: "I just just came to heaven and man domain." 

 

"Well?" Nanxiaoli is a little surprised. Is Ye Chen not a man of heaven and man? Are they the ascenders 

of other regions? 

 

She became more and more curious about ye Chen. This was the first time that she saw a person who 

did not belong to heaven and man! 

 

However, nanxiaoli didn't ask much, but explained: "the fire field is the place where the fire is collected 

and the fire spirit is cultivated. You know, if the fire is strong enough to a certain extent, it needs to 

nurture the spirit and transform the form to continue to grow. 

 

Strange fire wants to breed spirituality by itself, which is very difficult, so there is a fire place like this! 

 

Now, do you know what the fire is? " 

 

Ye Chen nodded his head and said, "Miss Xiao is here to buy Huaxing Huoling?" 

 

In his opinion, the fire cultivation of fire spirit is naturally to make money! 

 

Hearing this, nanxiaoli suddenly looked a little depressed and said, "I have come to this extreme Yang 

fire field several times in order to get this Huaxing Huoling spirit, but all of them have come back empty 

handed..." 

 

Ye Chen has some unexpected way: "is the fire spirit that Miss Xiao looks up to very expensive?" 

 

Nan Xiao Li shook his head and said, "it's not very expensive Yes, not at all! It is true that fire spirits are 

sold in the fire site, but only ordinary fire spirits, high-level fire spirits, have to enter a special area in the 

fire scene to surrender themselves 

 



The saying of the fire scene is that every high fire spirit has an extraordinary origin. If you can choose the 

master automatically, you will get it if you have a chance... ""Those who are destined to get it?" 

 

Would the fire still do such a good thing? 

 

Nanxiao glass, however, was somewhat sarcastic: "the fire scene is very smart, where will suffer losses? 

This is just a gimmick. These high fire spirits are protected in the fire cave. If they refuse to come out, 

how can you surrender them? 

 

The so-called predestined one gets it, in fact, is to use all kinds of natural materials and earth treasures 

to attract the Huaxing fire spirit to leave the fire cave, and the treasure you use must be handed over to 

the fire site as the price of taking away the fire spirit! " 

 

Ye Chen nodded, the fire is really smart. 

 

I'm afraid that the value of higher fire spirit can not be simply measured by the Spirit Crystal! 

 

And this kind of spirit is extremely high. The treasure that can lead the fire spirit out of the fire cave is 

not worth the fire spirit, or even far more than the fire spirit itself! 

 

A lot of them are priceless! 

 

This kind of trade way, can make fire field profit more than the ordinary sky spirit crystal trade! 

 

Just as Nanxiao glass is preparing to take ye Chen into the fire, two men's voices suddenly ring out 

behind them. 

 

"Miss Xiao, you are here as expected." 

 

"Miss Xiao, we are really predestined!" 

 



Nanxiao glass frowned slightly and looked back at them. 

 

I saw, in front of her is two temperament not vulgar, the face is handsome youth! 

 

The two young men are quite well dressed. It can be seen that they come from forces with backgrounds. 

 

However, Nanxiao glass saw two people, but a light color of boredom appeared in the beautiful eyes. 

 

These two people, one named Liu Zhu and the other named Chen Chuling, are the family children of 

Qingxuan city. They are two famous demons in Qingxuan city! 

 

On that day, nanxiaoli was in the fire. After getting to know them, they fell in love with nanxiaoli at first 

sight and waited outside the fire every day to see nanxiaoli and get close to her! 

Chapter 4934 

 

 

 

Ye Chen looks at the two men. They are both in their early 1000's, but their accomplishments have 

reached the middle of the true state. Moreover, their foundation is quite stable. Basically, they come 

from one step at a time. They never rely on too much external force! 

 

Such a qualification can be called a genius. 

 

Liu Zhu and Chen Chuling also noticed Ye Chen at this time. Both of them frowned and their eyes flashed 

a look of disdain. 

 

In their opinion, only a young talent like himself can be worthy of Nanxiao glass, and ye Chen, who is not 

even the original place of garbage, appears beside Nanxiao glass, which is really a stain on Nanxiao glass! 

 

However, they can not understand the relationship between Nanxiao glass and ye Chen for a while, and 

it is not easy to break out. Chen Chuling asked Nanxiao Li, "Miss Xiao, is this?" 



 

South Xiao glass just lightly answered a sentence: "Ye Chen." 

 

Immediately, also ignore two people, will take ye Chen into the fire. 

 

Seeing this, Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu didn't care about ye Chen. They said, "Miss Xiao, I can help you get 

that evil fire dragon cat!" 

 

"Miss Xiao, I'm ready to help you this time!" 

 

Nanxiao glass smell speech, this just look move, look to two humanity: "really?" 

 

Thinking of the evil fire dragon cat, her beautiful eyes showed a reluctant color. This time she sneaked 

out in a hurry. Many of the best treasures in the temple of heaven were not taken with her. In the past 

few days, she couldn't find the right treasure in Qingxuan city. As a result, she tried several times to lead 

the dragon cat out of the fire hole, and all failed 

 

But, on the contrary, she became more and more eager for the evil dragon cat, and she had to get her 

hands! 

 

From small to large, there was nothing she wanted but could not get! 

 

Chen Chuling immediately patted her chest and said, "don't worry, Miss Xiao. This time, I've made a lot 

of money, and I've got a treasure from some great talent!" 

 

Liu Zhu looked at Chen Chuling and said, "just you? Only the treasure I found from the ancient tomb at 

home will have the chance to lead the dragon cat out of the fire hole 

 

Chen Chuling glanced at Liu Zhu and was about to start arguing. But at this time, Nanxiao Glass said, 

"don't make any noise. If you want to follow us, follow up. Ye Chen, let's go." 

 



Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu both frowned slightly when they heard the speech. A few days ago, they ran 

into nanxiaoli and were immediately fascinated by her appearance. They launched an attack on this 

strange and beautiful girl. However, nanxiaoli always had such a cold attitude towards them! 

 

Originally, both of them had the same attitude, but now they feel that nanxiaoli seems to have a better 

attitude towards the rubbish in the heaven and earth? 

 

This is too much for them to accept! 

 

Why can a waste get the gentle treatment of nanxiaoli, and they are such a favored son of heaven, but 

should be treated coldly? 

 

They regard Nanxiao glass as their dream lover, so they dare not blame Nanxiao glass. They all blame Ye 

Chen for all this! 

 

If this damned boy doesn't appear, maybe nanxiaoli will not be so indifferent to them! 

 

As they kept up with Nanxiao glass, they looked at Ye Chen coldly. Liu Zhu couldn't help saying, "Miss 

Xiao, who is this young master ye? You know, entering the top fire cave area will cost a lot of tianlingjing 

just to enter. I don't think it's useful for Mr. Ye to go in. Let him wait outside! " 

 

In his words, he did not cover up his contempt for ye Chen. 

 

Nanxiao glass glanced at Liu Zhu, the color of disgust in the beautiful eyes, and a strong division: "spend 

your money?" 

 

When Liu and Chen heard the speech, their hearts shrank! 

 

Nanxiaoli, it seems that he has a point of maintenance for this boy? 

 

What's the origin of this guy? 

 



For a time, two people look at Ye Chen's face more gloomy. 

 

Soon, people entered the fire scene, rolling fire elements came, the fire looked like a giant volcanic area. 

 

They were covered with many fire caves of various colors. Among these fire caves, there was a light 

curtain to guard them. Behind the light curtain, you could see a transforming fire spirit, lurking in the fire 

* *. 

 

Some of them are like dragons, some are like eagles, some are like snakes and scorpions 

 

The fire scene is divided into three areas, which are the ordinary area, the excellent area and the best 

area. 

 

These three areas represent the quality of Huaxing Huoling! 

 

The fire spirit in ordinary area and excellent area can be purchased with tianlingjing. However, the top 

fire spirit in the best area can only rely on the so-called "fate". 

 

That is to say, the rare treasures should be used to trade with the fire. 

 

Soon, people will enter the top zone, everyone into the top zone will have to pay a lot of fees, and there 

is a time limit to stay in it! 

 

Most importantly, each person can only try up to seven treasures at a time! 

 

If you can't lead the fire spirit out of the fire cave within the specified time, then the money will be 

wasted.However, even so, there are still many martial arts gathered in the best area, after all, the top 

fire spirit temptation is too big! 

 

Moreover, although the probability is extremely low, sometimes, it is possible to successfully lure these 

top fire spirits with some low-level treasures! 

 



Therefore, many people want to try their luck! 

 

As soon as you enter the best area, ye Chen looks at the fire caves around. The fire caves here are 

obviously much larger, and the fire elements are also numerous times stronger! 

 

The head of the fire spirit, it seems to be very strong, there are flying dragon surrounded by Mars, there 

are red Tigers with back fire wings and so on! 

 

The only thing in common is that these fire spirits look very young. Obviously, they are still in the initial 

stage of growth! 

 

However, ye Chen did not find the human shaped fire spirit after searching for a long time. For a time, 

he asked xuanhanyu strangely, "xuanxianzi, why can't you see a human shaped fire spirit in this peak 

area?" 

 

Xuanhanyu said: "Ye Chen, huolinghuaxing is also graded. The reason why Shuo Lao and I reacted so 

strongly when Xuaner Huaxing was formed was that she was human shaped!" 

 

Ye Chen asked again, "is there anything special about this human form and fire spirit?" 

 

"Of course Xuanhan Yu said, "although the constitution of the human race is not the most powerful, it is 

called the primate of all things in the heavens, because the human spirit is extremely strong! 

 

The most important thing is spirituality! The fire spirit into human form has a name, also called the fire 

of Dao spirit! 

 

This is the most spiritual fire between heaven and earth. Even, these fire spirits can create their own 

way of fire! 

 

Those dragons, tigers and fire spirits look powerful, but as long as xuan'er releases a trace of breath, 

they can make them bow to you and submit themselves to you. They are not at all of a level! 

 



If we have to compare, it is the gap between God and man! " 

Chapter 4935 

 

 

 

Ye Chen smell speech, eyes a bright! 

 

Glad that Yu xuan'er is powerful, but also a little excited! 

 

Does it not mean that it is easy for him to draw out these transformed fire spirits? 

 

Others, lured by treasures, directly deterred by the breath of the fire of Daoling spirit! 

 

The real white wolf with empty hands! 

 

However, ye Chen is not really naive enough to think that he can take away all the fire spirits in this 

extreme fire Cave 

 

If we do that, it is estimated that the owner of the fire will have to fight with him 

 

However, if only to help nanxiaoli get the evil fire dragon cat she wants, the fire scene should not be 

investigated for taking into account the face! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed slightly, and a decision was made immediately. 

 

At this time, the people have come to a little strange before the fire hole, the fire in the fire hole is 

actually black red! 

 

The black and red flame gives people a very evil feeling! 

 



At this time, there is a light Yi in Ye Chen's mind. This is Yan xuan'er's voice. 

 

Ye Chen facial expression moves a way: "Xuan son, what's the matter?" 

 

Yan xuan'er said: "childe, one of them is a fire spirit, which seems to be special." 

 

Even xuan'er's fire of Tao and spirit is something special? 

 

Ye Chen can't help looking at the fire cave. There are three Huaxing fire spirits in the fire cave. The fire 

spirit looks like black red with three heads. There is a flame mark at the center of the eyebrow and a pair 

of kittens with dragon horns! 

 

However, the evil fire dragon cat has a pair of vertical pupil, full of evil color, far from being as cute as 

the cat on earth! 

 

However, nanxiaoli was very excited when he looked at the evil fire dragon cat: "Ye Chen, look, these 

evil fire dragon cats are so cute! How I want to hold them 

 

Ye Chen looks at these evil fire dragon cats without a word. He has to say that the taste of Nanxiao glass 

is really unique 

 

Just like on earth, some girls think the monsters in horror movies are so cute 

 

Among the three evil fire dragonflies, the other two are all black and red. The flame mark on the center 

of the eyebrow is red, while the Dragon horn on its head is pure black. Only one head is somewhat 

different from its companions! 

 

This evil fire dragon cat lies lazily in the fire cave. Its fur is actually golden. However, on the golden fur, 

there are dense black lines. It looks like black gold. The flame mark on the center of its eyebrow is not 

only different from the other two ends, but also the color is pure gold, and its dragon horn is also pure 

gold color! 

 



This makes originally black evil fire dragon cat, looks, on the contrary, some glittering. 

 

However, the most important thing is that when the evil fire dragon cat's eyes sweep at the people, it 

seems that it has a look of great contempt! 

 

It's like looking at a bunch of lower creatures, servants 

 

This is not the spirit that can be possessed by the general fire spirit! 

 

What xuan'er said is the fire spirit! 

 

Nanxiaoli noticed that ye Chen was looking at the most special black and gold colored fire dragon cat, 

and said excitedly, "Ye Chen, did you also notice it? These three evil fire dragon cats, although very cute, 

but, I like it most! You look at the innocent look in his eyes, how pitiful it is 

 

Ye Chen looks at Nanxiao glass with some dullness, and even begins to wonder whether there is 

something wrong with Nanxiao glass's eyes or whether he was stimulated when he was a child 

 

That kind of eyes like looking at insects is also called innocent? 

 

It's also called being lovable? 

 

Well 

 

I can only say that you are happy. 

 

Seeing nanxiaoli and ye Chen talking all the time, Liu Zhu is even more upset 

 

The most important thing is, ye Chen also a pair of love and ignore the appearance! 

 



They are so angry! 

 

How can a bastard talk to a goddess like nanxiaoli? Shouldn't he be grateful, kneel down, or be 

submissive? 

 

I really regard myself as the son of a powerful family. I'm so proud of myself? 

 

Do you dare to answer? 

 

You deserve it? 

 

Moreover, in this way, it is not set off two people and the same clown! 

 

At the moment, they look at Ye Chen's eyes have taken hate! 

 

If you don't want to make nanxiaoli unhappy, and in the fire, you can't do it at will. They all want to 

crush Ye Chen to death! 

 

Two people looked at each other and decided to show off in front of nanxiaoli as soon as possible! 

 

Immediately, Liu Zhu came forward and said with a smile to Nanxiao glass, "Miss Xiao, I'm going to bring 

the fire spirit to you right now." 

 

After that, he came to the fire hole, his wrist turned, and a red thing appeared in his hand! 

 

For a moment, a very powerful aura surged in the area. Many martial artists in the area could not help 

looking at it! 

 

What Liu Zhu held in his hand was a bright red broken bone! 

 



After seeing what Liu Zhu had in his hands, they couldn't help exclaiming: "that Is that the spirit bone of 

fire master"You can't be wrong. It's definitely the spirit bone of the fire master. This young master took 

out all these treasures!" 

 

"Fire master's spirit bone is a good thing, especially for fire repair. It's extremely valuable, and it's also 

full of temptation for fire spirit. Although the evil dragon cat's taste is subtle, it may succeed!" 

 

What is the so-called spirit bone of fire master? 

 

In fact, it is the skeleton left after death when the strength of fire repair reaches a certain level! 

 

There are not only the spirit bones of the fire master, but also the higher relic of the fire master! 

 

Moreover, above the fire master, there are still fire king, fire king, fire saint, fire god, etc 

 

However, even the fire master's Linggu can only appear after the fire in the later period of the real state 

is dead. 

 

This kind of thing can get great benefits if it is refined by fire cultivation! 

 

To fire attribute living creature, also can call good baby! 

 

Liu cast a look of satisfaction on the surface. He knew that there was an old elder in his family. After a 

big fire, he sneaked into the ancient tomb. Sure enough, he found a piece of fire master's spirit bone in 

the tomb chamber! 

 

Although, if the family members knew that he would exchange his elder's bones for some fire spirit to 

please women, he would break his legs. However, Liu Zhu was also dizzy. In order to win the favor of 

nanxiaoli, he was desperate! 

 

However, Nanxiao glass is expressionless at this time, and the spirit bone of fire master is also a 

treasure? 



 

In fact, on the first day, she took out several pieces of fire attribute treasure which were higher than the 

spirit bone of the fire master. However, she failed 

 

At this time, Liu Zhu shook the spirit bone of the fire master in his hand and said with a smile to the evil 

fire dragon in the fire Cave: "little meow, come to my brother. This fire master's spirit bone is a good 

thing. If you will come here, it will be yours." 

 

At this time, two of them, the black and red ones, actually raised their heads and looked at the spirit 

bone of the fire master! 
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When they saw this, a look of tension appeared in their eyes, and Liu Zhu was even more excited! 

 

Even nanxiaoli was a little surprised! 

 

It seems that this bone is really attractive to the chinchillas! 

 

However, the dark golden chinchilla had no reaction. Instead, it seemed to be asleep. 

 

When Liu Zhu was overjoyed, the two black and red chinchillas lowered their heads again. 

 

Liu Zhu's smile solidified in an instant. However, he did not give up and kept luring the chinchilla. 

However, the chinchilla had completely lost interest and had no response to Liu Zhu's temptation. 

 

At this time, Chen Chuling also made a move. 

 

The moment he took out the treasure, there was a burst of exclamation around him! 



 

Chen Chuling's hand is a fruit, a fruit burning like a blue flame! 

 

"Blue flame Xuan fruit, it's blue flame Xuan fruit!" 

 

"The most favorite fruit of fire attribute creatures? Is it more precious than the spirit bone of fire 

master? " 

 

"If Huo Xiu is on the scene, I'm afraid that he will exchange the blue flame Xuanguo at any cost? How 

could it be used to subdue the spirit of fire? " 

 

Chen Chuling said with a smile to chinchilla, "kitty, look, what kind of delicious food is this? You can eat 

this delicious fruit when you leave the fire cave!" 

 

However, the blue flame Xuanguo, which seems to be more advanced than the spirit bone of the fire 

master, can't attract the attention of the chinchillas at all, and doesn't even lift its head! 

 

For a moment, everyone was shocked 

 

This evil fire dragon cat has an unimaginable high vision! 

 

Even, it is even more critical than other top fire spirits! 

 

Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu are also sweating, worried! 

 

The damned fire dragon cat hasn't come out yet? 

 

You know, they got the treasure in their hands, but they all paid a lot of price or took a lot of risks! 

 

If you don't succeed, you will lose a lot! 



 

They got angry and yelled at the evil fire dragon cat: "little beast, get out of here! You can't look up to 

such a good baby? " 

 

"If you don't come out again, believe it or not, I'll take you and kill you for drinking?" 

 

Nanxiao glass heard the words, but her pretty face was suddenly cold. A touch of anger appeared in her 

beautiful eyes and said, "what are you doing! I'm so scared, my little one, that I'll kill you and drink 

 

Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu were all frightened and trembled. They turned around and looked at nanxiaoli 

in disbelief. At the moment, nanxiaoli was filled with a fierce momentum, which almost made their 

blood freeze! 

 

Two people's faces are the emergence of incredible color, eyes are shaking, how is this possible? 

 

They had known that nanxiaoli's strength was not weak, but they never thought it would be stronger 

than themselves. Moreover, it was totally a day and earth level! 

 

But how old is nanxiaoli? 

 

Have such strength? 

 

Is that a joke? 

 

Nanxiaoli looked at their faces and became more and more angry. These two people were so shameless 

that they could not lure them. They took such lovely animals to vent their anger! 

 

In nanxiaoli, I like Well, in the eyes of "cute" animals, such people are scum! 

 

For a while, nanxiaoli couldn't help but fight against them. But at this time, ye Chen said: "girl Xiao, calm 

down. If you hurt them now and are caught by the fire, we may not be able to get the fire spirit." 



 

He took away the fire spirit by unconventional means, but he didn't want to give the fire scene an 

excuse to make trouble to them. 

 

However, Nanxiao glass has always been wayward. When did he restrain his temper? 

 

Immediately, we should ignore it and give Chen Chuling a lesson! 

 

Ye Chen saw the shape, slightly frowned, and pressed directly on the shoulder of Nanxiao glass! 

 

What nanxiaoli is wearing today is a blue dress with a slight off shoulder, that is to say, there is no 

clothes to cover her shoulders. At the moment, ye Chen's gentle palm is in close contact with her white, 

greasy and jade skin. The man's unique warmth enters her delicate body, which makes nanxiaoli's 

nerves shake for a moment! 

 

She forced to restrain the impulse to scream and looked at Ye Chen next to her This is the first time that 

a blood related man has touched her skin 

 

After a short period of dullness, nanxiaoli is angry! 

 

This What a frivolous guy! 

 

She was about to get angry, but at this time, ye Chen is light mouth way: "if you still want to take that 

evil fire dragon cat home, listen to my words." 

 

Nanxiaoli is a little stunned. At the moment, ye Chen's tone is plain, but inexplicably, it has an 

indisputable flavor. Nanxiaoli was born in a very noble family. Under normal circumstances, it is 

impossible to obey other people's orders, and even arouse her resistance. Some people are born to be 

leaders, but do not want to be led by others. 

 

But at the moment, she subconsciously wants to listen to Ye Chen's consciousness. This feeling is the 

first time that she realizesAt this time, Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu were angry! 



 

Ye Chen can say, saved them, but they not only did not have the slightest gratitude, on the contrary, 

even more resentful to Ye Chen! 

 

This damned boy, dare to take this opportunity to pretend? 

 

Liu Zhu cried out: "boy, take this evil dragon cat home? Ha ha, didn't you see that we all failed? By you? 

What kind of treasure can you take out, poor man 

 

Chen Chuling also sneered: "do you want to take this opportunity to cheat Miss Xiao? If you can't lead 

the dragon cat out of the fire hole, what can you do? At that time, will you find another excuse to fool 

the past? What do you put on? " 

 

Ye Chen looks calm, and this kind of clown has nothing to worry about, even if you have to worry, and so 

on to leave the fire scene again is not too late. 

 

However, Nanxiao glass is more and more angry, the two people's character makes her feel sick! 

 

Just when she could not bear it, a warm man's voice, like the spring breeze, sounded in everyone's ears: 

"Xiao Li, finally found you." 

 

When nanxiaoli heard the speech, she could not help looking in the direction of the voice. She saw a 

handsome young man in a purple robe with a gentle temperament. She looked like a scholarly boy! 

 

Ye Chen saw this young man's moment, but his eyes narrowed. Although he seemed to have a gentle 

temperament, his whole body was full of incomparable grand and fierce breath! 

 

It seems that this man, who is no more than 400 years old, is the same as nanxiaoli. He is also a strong 

man with seven layers of heaven in the real world! 

 

For a moment, all the people present were shaking at the sudden appearance of the young man! 

 



Although Nanxiao glass is also a strong man in the seven layers of the real world, it hides his 

accomplishments, and people can't see it. This young man has no hidden meaning at all! 

 

The martial arts in the best region are going to explode! 

 

Who is less than 400 years old? 

 

It is estimated that all of them are at the top of the list of gods? 
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Nanxiao glass saw the young man, but also some surprised way: "Lu Bing, how did you come?" 

 

She looks at Lu Bing. There are some closeness and some repulsion in her eyes, which is quite 

complicated. 

 

Lu Bing said with a smile: "it's not that you have run out again. It took me a lot of effort to ask for you 

from the master." 

 

He walked to nanxiaoli. Suddenly, his pupil shrank, and a hidden killing intention flashed in his eyes. He 

looked at Ye Chen beside Nanxiao glass and said, "this childe, your hand." 

 

Ye Chen hears the speech, slightly a Leng, and nanxiaoli's pretty face is also faintly red, he just 

responded, and quickly took his hand away from nanxiaoli's shoulder. 

 

Lu Bing clenched his fist in secret, and his anger surged in his heart. However, he forced him to suppress 

it. As soon as he was born, he knew nanxiaoli and soon fell in love with nanxiaoli. However, no matter 

how considerate and gentle he was to nanxiaoli, nanxiaoli still refused to accept his pursuit! 

 

So far, he has not even led nanxiaoli's hand! 



 

But, as soon as I came up, I saw a strange man put his hand on the shoulder of Nanxiao glass? 

 

What's more, it's the kind of skin contact!? 

 

Lu Bing is going crazy! 

 

It's as if someone touched his taboo. In particular, is this a mole ant among the ants in heaven and 

earth? 

 

If nanxiaoli is not present, if he wants to maintain the image he has been shaping, he will kill Ye Chen 

recklessly! 

 

It's not that ye Chen is afraid of Lu Bing. Although Lu Bing is very strong, when ye Chen's bottom cards 

are played out, he is not without the strength of the first battle. However, he did not think about it 

 

Overseas, generally speaking, the relationship between men and women is still relatively traditional. 

Similar to ancient times, men and women can't have skin ties at will. Although he didn't mean to, he was 

a bit rude to Nanxiao glass. 

 

A wry smile appeared on nanxiaoli's pretty face. Lu Bing is a martial arts genius and one of her father's 

favorite disciples. They have known each other since childhood, so to speak, they are like childhood 

sweethearts. 

 

Lu Bing is really very good to her. Everything is obedient. Nanxiaoli also regards Lu Bing as a brother or a 

good friend, but 

 

Lu Bing's feelings for her are obviously more than that, while nanxiaoli has no feelings in that respect 

 

Love this thing, very wonderful, sometimes, no feeling is no feeling, no matter how good you are to 

others, it is the same. 

 



So nanxiaoli didn't know how to deal with Lu Bing. 

 

However, nanxiaoli's father seems to be very optimistic about them. The more nanxiaoli is unwilling to 

get close to Lu Bing, the more opportunities he creates for them. However, this makes nanxiaoli less 

interested in Lu Bing. 

 

Lu Bing took a breath and suppressed his anger. He said with a smile to nanxiaoli: "Xiao Li, come back to 

zongmen with me. It's too dangerous for you to run around outside. The master is not at ease." 

 

But Nanxiao glass shook his head and said, "I haven't played enough. I can't get the evil fire dragon cat. I 

won't go back." 

 

When Lu Bing heard the speech, his eyes lit up and looked at the fire cave. After seeing the three evil 

fire dragons and cats, he said with a smile: "is this the spirit of Huaxing fire? Well, I'll lead it out of the 

fire hole for you 

 

Nanxiao glass heard the words and said, "really? This evil fire dragon cat, however, has a very unique 

vision. Ordinary treasures can't arouse the interest of these little guys at all! It's hard to get it! " 

 

It's not too hard for me 

 

He stood in front of the fire hole, his wrist turned, and a jade box appeared in his hand. 

 

When they looked at the jade box, they all held their breath. They didn't know what kind of treasure the 

young genius would bring out? 

 

The next moment, the jade box opens, and a brilliant red and blue light suddenly covers the whole 

region. The red and blue light, revolving around the land ice, is actually a beautiful red and blue Nebula! 

 

Appear in the center of the nebula, is a piece of ice, in the ice, sealed with a carp like fish! 

 



However, this koi is very special. One side of its body is blue and the other is red. The blue side burns a 

blue flame. The red side burns a red flame! 

 

And this flame is the center of that Nebula! 

 

People look at this Koi, are a bit dull, they know, this koi is absolutely a good baby, but, almost no one 

can recognize Koi! 

 

At this time, someone suddenly exclaimed in a voice almost shaking: "this! Is this legendary Red sky star 

carp! " 

 

For a moment, everyone is suffocating! 

 

Red sky star carp!? 

 

Red sky star carp! 

 

What is this red sky star carp? 

 

Legend, there is a very mysterious fish, living in a place called the empty sky star sea, this empty sky star 

sea, as the name suggests, is a secret place in the void, in this secret place, has the extremely strong star 

power, that star power, even pure to the liquefied ground step, formed a real star sea!In this starry sea, 

there are countless spiritual creatures in heaven and earth. The red and blue sky star carp is one of 

them! 

 

Red sky star carp, absorbed the powerful power of stars, refined into red star fire and blue star fire. 

These two kinds of flames are very strong. Moreover, they are extremely friendly to the Terrans. They 

can absorb them directly. They can not only strengthen the body, purify blood vessels, but also have the 

opportunity to plant seeds of red star fire and blue star fire in martial arts! 

 

If you can get this seed and refine it, you can get the red and blue star flame beyond the divine fire! 

 



All in all, the red sky star carp is a priceless treasure! 

 

Moreover, extremely extremely treasures! 

 

You know, it's not so easy to get into the sky star sea, and there are many crises. Even if the real world 

peak exists, it may fall down. How hard is it to get the red sky star carp! 

 

The handwriting of this young genius is too big to imagine! 

 

In fact, even Lu Bing's own eyes are flashing a touch of flesh pain color, this red sky star carp, he is not 

easy to get, but if you can win the favor of nanxiaoli, all the efforts are worth it! 

 

He held the ice in his hand and went very close to the fire cave. Almost in an instant, the evil dragon cat 

reacted! 

 

A pair of vertical pupil at the moment to look at the ice! 

 

Not only the evil fire dragon cat, but also some other dragon shaped fire spirits, tiger shaped fire spirits, 

Phoenix shaped fire spirits and so on, all reacted to the ice! 

 

People are excited, this time is really going to succeed! 
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With a smile on her face, Lu Bing put the ice sealed with the red and blue sky star carp in front of the fire 

cave. The evil fire dragon cat snuffled, and a look of great desire appeared in the vertical pupil. However, 

she seemed to be afraid of the world outside the fire cave. For a moment, she hesitated. 

 

However, soon, the evil fire dragon cat was unable to resist the temptation of ice, and ran out of the fire 

hole. 



 

It's a success! 

 

Around, there was a burst of applause, the young genius really succeeded in leading the fire spirit out of 

the fire cave! 

 

Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu looked at each other with a look of frustration. They had no choice but to 

catch Lu Bing. There was no comparison between them! 

 

Lu Bing appeared on the surface of a proud color, in front of him, lying prone two evil fire dragon cats, it 

is the two hair color of black and red! 

 

According to the rules of the fire, only one fire spirit can be taken away at a time. 

 

Lu Bing picked up a evil fire dragon cat at random, then walked toward the South Xiao glass, and said 

with a smile, "little glass, give it to you." 

 

But, at this time, nanxiaoli hesitated, because although Lu Bing successfully brought out two evil fire 

dragon cats, her favorite one, the dark gold one, did not take a more look at the red and blue sky star 

carp from the beginning to the end! 

 

At the bottom of her heart, what she wanted most was the dark gold evil fire dragon cat! 

 

Longcat, however, is more lovely than the other two. 

 

Seeing that Nanxiao glass refuses to take over the evil fire dragon cat in his hand, Lu Bing is a little 

anxious. What does Xiao Li mean? 

 

Don't you want this evil dragon cat? 

 

Why, now hesitant? 



 

He followed the eyes of nanxiaoli, but he saw that there was a evil fire dragon cat in the fire cave, which 

seemed to be sleeping! 

 

Lu Bing's heart sank. Did Xiao Li like the evil dragon cat? 

 

However, the dark gold fire dragon cat was not seduced by him at all! 

 

In this way, their own red sky star carp, is not in vain? 

 

He has no interest in the evil fire dragon cat, just to please nanxiaoli. If nanxiaoli doesn't want it, he'll 

really beat him up! 

 

Lu Bing couldn't help smiling and said, "Xiao Li, what's the matter? Don't you like the fire dragon cat? " 

 

"But But... " Nanxiaoli was shaken for a while. The dark gold evil fire dragon cat obviously had a unique 

taste. Even the red and blue sky star carp didn't respond. Maybe it couldn't lead to a fire pit. In that 

case, the black and red dragon cat was also good 

 

But, at this time, ye Chen is opening a way: "want what to insist, don't change easily, otherwise, miss 

what you want, will only regret, isn't it?" 

 

As soon as this speech comes out, Lu Bing's pupil shrinks fiercely! 

 

Is this scum looking for death? Just now Nanxiao glass has been shaken. At this time, are you talkative? 

 

Do you know how much land ice will be lost if you talk too much? 

 

A red blue sky star carp, can buy you this trash 100 million lives more than? 

 



This damned rubbish, which is boring at first, dares to damage his good deeds? 

 

He was biting his teeth, and his hatred for ye Chen was even stronger! 

 

In his opinion, ye Chen wants to rob a woman with him! 

 

Lu Bing couldn't help but sneer. How dare ants learn from others to rob women? 

 

I Lu Bing will make you regret! 

 

At the moment, Lu Bing has decided to kill Ye Chen! 

 

As long as he finds the right opportunity, he will never let Ye Chen go! 

 

Ye Chen looks plain. He is not aiming at Lu Bing. He is just out of consideration for Nanxiao glass. 

 

He is well aware of the consequences of such hesitation and compromise, which will only make him 

regret. People must strive for what they want. 

 

Nanxiao glass hears the speech, is a Leng at first, then, the beautiful eyes then firm up, shook his head to 

Lu Bing and said: "Lu Bing, I don't want this evil dragon cat, my favorite is the dark gold one." 

 

as like as two peas in the corner of the earth, he still twitches. But he still laughs. "The glass is the same, 

but it's just a little difference in color. You can take it first. After all, I'll help you change the coat color 

and make sure it looks exactly the same as the dark gold." 

 

At this time, the dark golden chinchilla seemed to hear someone talking about himself. He opened his 

eyes slightly and showed a scornful look. 

 



This "innocent" look, it can be said, completely captured nanxiaoli. The black red evil fire dragon cat had 

no attraction for her for a moment. She shook her head and said, "no, I'll take that one. It's not a matter 

of fur color!" 

 

Lu Bing is sluggish. The next moment, he looks at Ye Chen and his teeth are going to be broken! 

 

It's all because of the ants! 

 

If he was quiet, maybe nanxiaoli would have accepted his evil fire dragon cat! 

 

However, soon, nanxiaoli got into trouble again and said, "however, the dark gold evil fire dragon cat is 

also too picky. Although I have prepared some Tiancai Dibao this time, none can surpass the red blue sky 

star carp..."Lu Bing seemed to see hope again, and said quickly, "yes, the dark gold one is just a lack of 

spirituality. Even the heavenly materials and earth treasures can't be distinguished. Therefore, it's 

impossible to leave the fire cave. It's not as good as these two evil dragon cats and small glasses. We'd 

better take the black and red ones back." 

 

Just as nanxiaoli frowned, once there was a cold man's voice, nanxiaoli's ear rang out: "Miss Xiao, I can 

help you to subdue the dark gold evil fire dragon cat, and use it to repay the kindness I owe you. What 

do you think? If you like, I will help you lead the evil dragon cat out of the fire hole 

 

As soon as this speech comes out, all people are to show the color of shock to look at Ye Chen. 

 

Even the red and blue sky star carp can not tempt the evil fire dragon cat, even someone threatened to 

swallow it? 

 

What level of terror treasure is that to take out? 

 

However, the shock soon turned into sarcasm! 

 

Because, they see clearly, the speaker is a waste of heaven and earth! 

 



In their view, ye Chen is totally sensationalism! 

 

The existence of heaven and earth can bring out higher treasures than the red sky star carp? 

 

You're not kidding like that, are you? 

 

Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu were even more impolite and said, "ha ha, they started to dress up again. They 

dressed in rags and looked upon themselves as rich and powerful sons?" 

 

"I have to say that blind self-confidence is no different from stupidity. Some clowns come to make fun of 

it." 

 

Lu Bing also smiles, disdainful smile, he knows, this mole ant played wrong chess, now boast of Haikou, 

may be able to cheat the ignorant nanxiaoli, but, what's the meaning of the lie that will be exposed 

immediately? 

 

He has decided that if ye Chen deceives people, he will certainly make ye Chen unable to come to the 

stage, so that nanxiaoli is completely disgusted with Ye Chen and has no interest in it any more! 

 

Among all the people, to say that the only one who didn't laugh at Ye Chen's heart was Nanxiao glass! 

 

However, she is also a little dubious, the reason why she has some trust in Ye Chen is that the 

relationship between Ye Chen and Qin Ziwei, as well as the indescribable temperament of Ye Chen, 

makes her intuitively think that ye Chen is not simple! 
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She couldn't help asking, "Ye Chen, can you really?" 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile, "no problem." 



 

With that, he went to the fire hole, and the whole area of the best was quiet immediately. However, 

everyone was sneering. 

 

Wait for the joke. 

 

Soon, ye Chen came to the fire cave before, people see, eyes a coagulation, want to see ye Chen can 

take out what Tiancai Dibao. 

 

However, to everyone's surprise, ye Chen was empty handed, so he stood in front of the fire cave with 

both hands backward, and the evil fire dragon cat, with big eyes and small eyes 

 

The air in the fire ground, for a time, sank and congealed, and then burst out the earth shaking laughter! 

 

All the people, looking at Ye Chen are covering his stomach, are going to laugh out tears! 

 

Even Lu Bing couldn't help laughing. 

 

The boy didn't let him down! 

 

"What are you doing? Stop at the same place? " 

 

"Am I dazzled? Is this boy using air as a treasure to tempt the evil fire dragon cat?" 

 

"Master comedy?" 

 

"Although there is no rule that the fire spirit must be led out of the fire pit with treasure, there will be 

no fool who thinks that the fire spirit can be led out only by looking at it?" 

 

Even Nanxiao glass looks at Ye Chen's actions, and her eyes are filled with disappointment 



 

She even felt that she was wrong about ye Chen. Maybe Ye Chen likes to pretend and cheat people, and 

there is no real world at all 

 

This kind of person, to tell the truth, she didn't like it, even hated it. 

 

Ye Chen paid no attention to the people around, but asked Yan xuan'er, "xuan'er, are you ready?" 

 

He just asked xuan'er to take some time to prepare, because he didn't want xuan'er to be exposed. 

 

The fire of Tao and spirit, placed far beyond the realm, is the most precious among the most precious 

treasures. It can be said that it is the ultimate in fire if it can be transformed into the existence of the 

heavenly way of fire! 

 

Of course, Yan xuan'er has not yet grown up, but this potential is enough to make countless heaven and 

human regions crazy! 

 

So, it can't be exposed. 

 

Yan xuan'er replied quietly, "you are ready. Only the fire spirit can feel the breath I release now." 

 

Ye Chen nodded: "good, let's go." 

 

In his knowledge of the sea, the golden light in Yan xuan'er's eyes was full of light. At the next moment, 

a very secret wave surged towards the dark golden evil fire dragon cat who was still in the fire cave and 

was sleeping! 

 

That originally lazy evil fire dragon cat, suddenly opened his eyes, then raised his head and looked at Ye 

Chen. A touch of incredible color appeared in the vertical pupil! 

 

All of a sudden, those people who were laughing wildly stopped laughing. 



 

The laughter in the whole fire stopped suddenly! 

 

All of us are looking at the scene in front of us with trembling eyes 

 

That dark gold evil fire dragon cat, unexpectedly has the reaction!? 

 

Lu Bing is also a Leng, the face appears incredible color, what did this boy do? 

 

He didn't feel any fluctuation from ye Chen? 

 

Why did the evil dragon cat react? 

 

In the beautiful eyes of Nanxiao glass, there is also a touch of excitement! 

 

In addition to the surprise that you may get the evil fire chinchilla, there is also a kind of gratification 

that you have not read the wrong person! 

 

People look at this scene, the blood will flow back! 

 

How could that have happened? 

 

This boy, clearly did not take out any treasure! 

 

Is this dark gold fire dragon cat crazy, like to stare at small eyes? 

 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed, the eyes of the evil fire dragon cat are really very spiritual! 

 



He tried to open his mouth and said: "evil fire dragon cat, if you want to come out, I can give you 

something good." 

 

As he said that, he suddenly reached out a little, a flame wave with a strong spirit, which only the fire 

spirit could feel, poured into the body of the evil fire dragon cat! 

 

In an instant, that evil fire dragon cat's pupil is the emergence of the color of ecstasy! 

 

Why is the fire of Daoling so rebellious? 

 

In addition to its own potential, there is a very important role, is to enhance the spirit of fire spirit! 

 

Just like, human beings are the primates of all things. They can tame the animals with spirits and let 

them have more excellent abilities. 

 

This is not the same as the fire, the fire can only help the fire to give birth to the spirit of fire, but can not 

strengthen the spirit! 

 

It can be said that no one can do it except ye Chen! 

 

At the moment, everyone except nanxiaoli is praying, praying for ye Chen's failure, praying for the evil 

fire dragon cat to start sleeping again 

 

But, contrary to our wishes 

 

See, that evil fire dragon cat almost no hesitation, body shape a flash, then directly rushed out of the fire 

pit, into Ye Chen's arms. 

 

Although the cat's spirit is far more powerful than that of the fire in the future!Those warriors were 

totally stupid, their brains were going to explode, and their hearts were incomparably unbalanced 

 



Why did they use all kinds of treasures but could not lure the fire spirit? Ye Chen stood there and 

succeeded with his eyes? 

 

It's a bit too much luck to call it luck, isn't it? 

 

Among them, the most unbalanced is land ice! 

 

He can't wait to strip Ye Chen's evil fire dragon cat alive! 

 

Is this little beast motherless? 

 

Do not like the red sky star carp, but was a look to confuse? 

 

He is simply angry to have cerebral haemorrhage, paid such a big price, the result is not as big as ye 

Chen stare small eyes? 

 

And the happiest is nanxiaoli! 

 

The dark gold evil fire dragon cat that she dreamed of finally got her hand. Immediately, she ran to Ye 

Chen like an excited little girl, and looked at the dark gold evil fire dragon cat eagerly. The love in her 

beautiful eyes would be turned into substance. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile to the evil fire dragon cat: "dragon cat, follow this elder sister. She likes you 

very much and will take good care of you." 

 

Nanxiao glass immediately nodded: "little dragon cat, come to my sister's arms!" 

 

With that, he couldn't help reaching out to hold the dark gold evil fire dragon cat. To Ye Chen's surprise, 

the evil fire dragon cat, looking at Nanxiao glass, showed a look of great contempt. He lifted his paw 

directly and grabbed Nanxiao glass fiercely. Then, he got into Ye Chen's arms. 

 



"Ah Nanxiao glass exclaimed, some stupidly looking at the evil fire dragon cat, and then, in his big eyes, 

there was a touch of grievance! 

 

She said to Ye Chen angrily, "why does little chinchilla only like you?" 

 

"This..." 

 

Ye Chen scratched his head and was a bit silly. He didn't expect that the evil fire dragon cat was so 

psychic that he completely depended on himself after enjoying the breath of Daoling fire? 

 

But he doesn't need the fire dragon cat! 

 

With Yan xuan'er, what kind of fire spirit do you cultivate? 

 

This evil fire dragon cat is purely used to return the favor of nanxiaoli. 

 

However, the evil dragon cat didn't want to, and he didn't seem to be able to do anything about it 

 

For a moment, ye Chen also said with a bitter smile: "I don't want to be like this..." 

Chapter 4940 

 

 

 

Nanxiaoli pursed her lips slightly, and the expression on her pretty face became more and more 

unwilling. Suddenly, she took Ye Chen's arm and said in a coquettish way: "you just give me Xiaojin! I 

want Kim! " 

 

Ye Chen's face is helpless. The Nanxiao glass looks very cold and mature. However, I didn't expect to 

have such a very young girl's side. 

 



However, it has to be said that this kind of cool beauty with incomparably delicate appearance has a 

unique charm. In the process of pulling, physical contact is inevitable 

 

And the side of Lu Bing saw this scene, almost directly in the hands of the evil fire dragon cat crushed to 

death! 

 

His eyes are so congested and killing that he almost wants to blow himself up! 

 

See the woman that oneself like, act coquettish with a man like this, any man is afraid in the heart will 

not feel good! 

 

What he wants most now is to be alone with Ye Chen, and then find a place where there is no one to kill 

him! 

 

He is willing to pay 100 million tianlingjing! 

 

Ye Chen, with a helpless look on his face, negotiated with the evil fire dragon cat and said: "little guy, 

you see, how much this sister likes you, even her name has been given to you. Why don't you follow her 

and I'll give you more good things at one time?" 

 

However, he obviously underestimated Xiaojin's intelligence quotient. Xiaojin knows the truth of flowing 

in a long time. Even if he only follows Ye Chen for a long time, the benefits brought by it are not 

comparable to the one-time breath of Taoist spirit fire. 

 

Ye Chen saw this and had to show off to Nanxiao glass. 

 

At this time, a light suddenly fell on the fire. 

 

Ye Chen's expression moved and looked at the light. He saw that a middle-aged man, who was short and 

fat and looked rather kind, came out of the light and came towards Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes slightly narrowed and murmured: "it seems that the person behind has appeared?" 



 

The person in front of him is an extremely terrible existence with breath. However, in fact, the existence 

of nanxiaoli, which is protected by Libi, is far inferior. 

 

At this time, someone exclaimed: "this It's the owner of the Jiyang fire 

 

For a moment, people can't help but look sideways. This seemingly gentle and middle-aged man is 

actually the owner of the fire? 

 

You know, the owner of the fire is a very powerful fire repair! 

 

The owner of the fire ground said with a smile to Ye Chen, "this little friend, this little friend, but has 

taken away the evil fire dragon cat?" 

 

Ye Chen said faintly: "yes, master jiyangzi, what advice can I give you?" 

 

Jiyangzi said with a smile: "I'm a little curious. What means did you use to subdue the evil fire dragon 

cat?" 

 

Ye Chen also said with a smile: "I think it may be" fate ". I saw it, and it ran out. I heard that this fire 

ground takes the best fire spirit and pays attention to fate. Elder, what's wrong with my doing this?" 

 

For a moment, everyone was silent, looking at jiyangzi, curious about his answer. 

 

Jiyangzi said with a smile: "you don't have to misunderstand me. I'm just out of curiosity. Since you can 

accept the fire spirit, there's no problem." 

 

Nanxiao glass glanced at the extreme Yangzi and said, "Ye Chen, since you have taken Xiaojin, let's also 

leave here." 

 

She vaguely felt that the appearance of jiyangzi was not as simple as it seemed. 



 

Ye Chen nodded, and the party left the Jiyang fire. However, Chen Chuling and Liu Zhu did not dare to 

follow up. They ridiculed Ye Chen's being slapped in the face madly. One of them was that he had no 

face to see people. Second, Lu Bing appeared now. Who dares to walk around nanxiaoli? 

 

Well, ye Chen is the exception. 

 

Out of the fire, nanxiaoli is still looking at Xiaojin, but Xiaojin is always indifferent to nanxiaoli. 

 

At this time, Nanxiao glass suddenly said: "Ye Chen, can you let me hold a little gold for a while?" 

 

Ye Chen nodded and said to the little guy in his arms: "little thing, you go to my sister's arms for a while, 

I'll give you something." 

 

Said, will a wisp of the spirit of the fire breath, into the small gold body. 

 

Xiaojin stretched out comfortably, and then, glancing at nanxiaoli, he jumped into her arms. 

 

On Nanxiao glass's pretty face, she was very happy. She couldn't put down the fire spirit in her arms. She 

secretly made up her mind to lure Xiaojin from ye Chen! 

 

At this time, Lu Bing couldn't see it any more. He said, "little glass, can you go back now?" 

 

Then, he looked at Ye Chen and said with a smile, "this evil fire dragon cat, you open a price, I bought it." 

 

He did not sell a light leaf 

 

Lu Bing is a flash of body, block in front of Ye Chen, staring at Ye Chen and saying: "I said, open a price, 

as long as you can say it, no matter it is the Spirit Crystal, or any treasure, I can take it out, you don't 

want to try it?" 

 



Ye Chen's eyes are a little cold. Lu Bing wants to chase nanxiaoli. He is not interested in it. However, 

should he please nanxiaoli with his own springboard? 

 

Sorry, he doesn't have that interest. 

 

Then, ye Chen raised a sarcastic smile and said, "really?"Lu Bing nodded his head and said, "just say it." 

 

"100 billion red and blue sky star carp." 

 

Nanxiao glass heard the speech, but he couldn't help but burst out laughing. 

 

But Lu Bing was extremely embarrassed and annoyed and said, "Mr. Ye, I'm serious. Don't be kidding!" 

 

A red sky star carp, sell tens of millions of heavenly crystal is possible! 

 

Not to mention 100 billion! 

 

This number, estimated to empty the sky star sea, can not take out! 

 

Ye Chen, this is clearly a trick! 

 

Ye Chen is casual way: "I am also serious, is this price, is you let me casually offer price, cannot take out? 

That's it 

 

Lu Bing is biting his teeth. It's almost to the edge of the explosion. This boy doesn't give himself his 

mother's face? 

 

In the past, which heaven and earth exist to see that they are not all talking to kneel down? 

 

However, he has no way to get Ye Chen in front of nanxiaoli 



 

At this time, Nanxiao glass also said: "Lu Bing, I don't go back for the time being, I haven't played 

enough!" 

 

Say, she looks to Ye Chen way: "Ye Chen, what plan do you have?" 

 

Ye Chen pondered for a moment, then shook his head and said, "I don't know." 

 

I really don't know. In Tianren domain, he has two eyes and one black. He has three temporary plans. 

One is to go to the taixuan array gate, but the taixuan array gate is a little far away from here. Second, 

look for clues about Gu Xuan, and third, join a certain tiandian force. 

 

But without Qin Ziwei's help, these two plans can't start to act 

 

"In this case, how about you following me first?" he said happily 

 

Only when ye Chen stays by her side, she can continue to contact Xiaojin and tempt Xiaojin. Moreover, 

after ye Chen successfully takes Xiaojin, she becomes more curious about ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen asked, "where are you going now?" 

 

Nanxiao Glass said with a smile: "I heard that a very interesting thing will happen in Tiandu city." 

 


